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Constrained Cartesian Motion Control
for Teleoperated Surgical Robots
Janez Funda, Russell H. Taylor, Fellow, ZEEE, Benjamin Eldridge,
Stephen Gomory, and Kreg G. Gruben, Member, ZEEE

While restrictions and requirements pertaining to the dynamic
behavior of the manipulator could also be included in the
formulation,this is generally not necessary with surgical robots
whose motions are relatively slow for safety reasons. The
specific application providing the context in which to evaluate
the proposed control strategy will be that of teleoperated
navigation of a laparoscopic camera held by a robot.
The use of robotic devices in surgical applications has
been growing in recent years. Surgical robots have been
successfully used for a number of orthopaedic applications
[ 11, [ 2 ] , neurosurgical procedures [3], [4], microsurgery [5],
and are beginning to find applications in minimally invasive
surgical procedures. Davies et al. [6] developed and clinically
tested a special purpose “robot” for transurethral prostatectomies. Green [7] is developing a dexterous force-reflecting
telesurgical system for performing minimally invasive surgery
remotely in battlefield situations. A robotic system (AESOP) for positioning a medical telescope during laparoscopic
surgery, developed by [8], has already gained regulatory
approval and is being offered commercially.Our own work [9]
has concentrated on providing the surgeon with a computerI. INTRODUCTION
controlled robotic “third hand” to work alongside the surgeon
HIS paper is concerned with control of robotic systems in a number of surgical scenarios, with the system capable
in constrained working volumes. We will develop and of operating in a teleoperated as well as a semi-autonomous
demonstrate an analytical and computational formalism which mode (see Section VI).
will allow us to treat the control of both kinematically redunThe control issues pertaining to many of the above applidant and kinematically deficient robotic systems in a uniform cations of robotics to surgery are similar. In all cases the
manner. While the techniques presented in this paper are ability to accommodate unique, special purpose mechanical
completely general, we will specifically address the control designs (kinematically redundant or deficient) is important,
issues as they pertain to robotically assisted minimally inva- as is the ability to restrict the motions of the end-effector
sive surgery. These procedures are characterized by restricted as well as various other parts of the mechanism to within
access to the working volume as well as constrained maneu- strict safety motion envelopes to avoid inadvertent contact
vering once inside the volume. Together with the requirement with surrounding patient anatomy. The control methodology
for utmost safety, this poses a challenging set of requirements described in this paper has been designed specifically to
on the design of the control strategy for such surgical robots. address these issues and should therefore apply to most of the
In this paper we develop a methodology for incorporating above surgical applications as well as to a host of applications
the constraints imposed by restricted workspace, safety con- outside the domain of computer-assisted surgery.
siderations, and other geometric restrictions into the robot
Various methods of controlling redundant robot mechacontrol strategy, thus offering a safer, more reliable, and more nisms have been proposed in the publislied literature. Broadly,
predictable control than classical robot control approaches. three categories of techniques can be distinguished. The first
Manuscript received October 18, 1994; revised May 15, 1995. This paper category relies on pseudoinverse based gradient projection
was recommended for publication by Associate Editor B. Hannaford and techniques, first introduced by [lo] and illustrated by (1)
Abstract-This paper addresses the problem of optimal motion
control for teleoperated surgical robots, which must maneuver
in constrained workspaces, often through a narrow entry portal
into the patient’s body. The control problem is determining how
best to use the available degrees of freedom of a surgical robot
to accomplish a particular taslk, while respecting geometric constraints on the work volume, robot mechanism, and the specific
task requirements. We present a method of formulating desired
motions as sets of task goals in any number of coordinate frames
(task frames) relevant to the task, optionally subject to additional
linear constraints in each of the task frames. Mathematically, the
kinematic control problem is posed as a constrdiied quadratic
optimization problem and is shown to be computable in real time
on a PC. We will present experimental results of the application
of this control methodology to both kinematically deficient and
kinematically redundant robots. Specifically, we will discuss the
control issues within the context of a representative set of tasks
in robot-assisted laparoscopy, which includes (but i s not limited
to) teleoperated navigation of m laparoscopiccamera attached to a
surgical robot. A system based on this control formalism has been
used in preclinical in vivo studies at the Johns Hopkins University
Medical Center and the early experience with the system will be
summarized.
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Aq = J + A x + (I - J+J)z

(1)

where x is a 6-vector of current Cartesian coordinates of
the robot’s end effector and g denotes an n-vector of gen-
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hibitive and not
eralized joint variables, with n > 6. In (1) J+ denotes the genetic algorithms are computation
real-time control
Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the Jacobian matrix and z is sufficiently accurate or efficient for pr
an arbitrary vector in the null space of the Jacobian. Setting of redundant systems.
Very few of the control strategies reported in the literature
the null-space vector to correspond to the gradient of various
optimization functions @(q),i.e., z = olV@(q),allows speci- are concerned with enforcing absolute constraints imposed
fication of a number of secondary performance criteria, such as by the physical limitations of the mechanism, geometry of
joint limit avoidance [11], obstacle avoidance [12], [13], joint the workspace, or particular require
torque minimization [ 141, joint acceleration optimization [151, these [25] describes an interactive
and maximization of various end-effector dexterity measures environment for specifying motion tasks for highly redundant
[16], [17]. While this approach to redundancy resolution is articulated bodies (e.g., graphical simulation of a human
versatile and commonly used, it does not allow specification
of absolute constramts imposed by the robot or by the task.
The second category of techniques was pioneered by [18]
and are generally termed “extended Jacobian” techniques. The
general approach here is to introduce a set of k (where k is clear whether it is suitablc for re
ntrol of an actu
the degree of redundancy) addihonal constraint functions of robot mechanism. Cheng
the form h(q) = 0, and augment the differential kinematic modified (compact) quadr
relationship with extra rows to obtain a square, uniquely the redundant differential
range and joint rate constr
determined system of equations, i.e.,
time performance for

where
represents the Jacobian of the added constraint
functions h(q). The square system of equations of (2) is
uniquely determined and can be inverted using standard techniques. Agam, various secondary optimization objectives can
be formulated in terms of the set of linear equations h(q) = 0.
To ensure that the secondary objective functions are not in
conflict with the primary task goal, [19] proposes a strategy
for prioritizing different task requirements. Seraji et aZ. [20]
describe a modification of the extended Jacobian technique,
called configuration control method, where the manipulator
redundancy is resolved by augmenting the manipulator forward kinematic equations rather then the differential Jacobian
relationship. The extended Jacobian approach of (2) is shown
to be a special case of the configuration control method. While
the extended Jacobian techniques offer a powerful redundancy
resolution tool, they unfortunately limt the number of additional constra)nt equations (secondary task goals) to equd the
degree of redundancy.
A number of alternative approaches to controlling redundant
mechanisms, not easily classifiable into either of the above
two categories, have also been proposed. The use of neural
networks for solving kinematics of redundant robots has
recently received much attention [21], [22], but sufficient
accuracy and computational efficiency remains beyond the
reach of these techniques. Chirikjian and Burdick [23] use
parameterizations of “backbone curves” to capture macroscopic geometries of hyper-redundant serial manipulators and
uses calculus of variations to compute optimal backbone
deformations to accommodate mechanism and task constraints.
This approach is applicable only to hyper-redundant snakelike kinematic structures. Parker et al. [24] propose the use of
search procedures based on the natural mechanisms of genetics (reproduction, crossover, mutation) to solve the inverse
kinematics of a redundant robot. These genetic algorithms
make no assumptions about the problem and proceed blindly,
guided only by a set of genetic]operators. While interesting,

extended Jacobian techni
task objectives can be sp
ing the joint space), the
not necessarily square, an

date both task-deficient and task-re
the same formalism and is shown
implementation on a personal computer. Moreover, the contro

independent way.

example task. In Section

and which incorporates the
described in this paper. Fina

. MOTIVATION
AND PROBL

Laparoscopic as well as other rmn
present a constrained working
the patient’s internal organs is
and long (usually) rigid instruments.
translate laterally relative to the port of
the mobility of the instrument (and thus the robot) is restricted.
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In particular, a rigid instrument with no distal articulation (i.e.,
no degrees of freedom (DOF) distal to the point of insertion)
has at most four DOF of motion about the port of entry-three
rotational and one translational. Soch an instrument cannot be
positioned arbitrarily in all six DOF and is said to be kinematically deficient for tasks which require full six DOF mobility.
Examples of such tasks are camera positioning, aiming energy
sources, reaching appropriate approach direction for biopsies,
etc. In these situations certain task motions are not achievable,
and a control methodology is needed which will compute
the optimal approximation to the desired motion, given the
existing constraints.
Alternatively, if instruments with distal articulations are
available (e.g., telescopes with adjustable angle-of-view andor
zoom), then the available DOF may exceed the number of task
DOF and the robotic system is kinematically redundant for
the task. In this case, the same task goal may be achievable
in a variety of ways (i.e., via different robot motions) and a
control methodology for specifying additional constraints on
the motion of the robot and the instruments is needed.
It is important to consider both kinematically deficient and
redundant systems since medical telescopes with adjustable
optics may not be available for all types of procedures where
a robotic system could be used effectively. Furthermore, extracorporeal redundant DOF can still be used to align the natural
intra-corporealDOF optimally for different tasks. We therefore
wish to investigate control issues pertaining to both types of
surgical manipulators. The central problem is determining the
optimal use of the available DOF of a surgical robot and its
instruments to accomplish a particular task, specified by the
surgeon. We seek an analytical and computational formalism
which will allow us to treat both cases in a uniform manner.
111. DEFINITIONS
AND NOMENCLATURE

In this section we define the basic terminology used throughout the paper.
We will define a surgical robot to consist of an actively
controlled n-axis mechanical linkage (with known kinematics)
and a set of attached instruments, such as cameras, energy
sources, biopsy needles, etc. Associated with each instrument
may be one or more Cartesian coordinate frames or task
frames describing the location of the instrument or its parts
relative to the robot. In particular, for the laparoscopic camera
navigation task, we will denote the coordinate frame of the
robot’s end-effector (e.g., tip of the laparoscope) as the endeffectorframe ({e } ) . We will also define a cameraframe ({ c})
with its origin centered at the optical center of projection of the
laparoseope’s optics and its z-axis along the view direction.
The relationship between { c} and {e} is presumed fixed and
can be obtained via standard extrinsic camera calibration, e.g.,
[27]. For convenience, we will also define gaze frame ({g}) as
the coordinate frame, whose origin (gaze center) is coincident
with the 3-D point on the patient’s anatomy appearing in the
center of the 2-D camera image, and whose x-axis points from
the gaze center back to the camera frame center at the end of
the laparoscope. Rotational displacement of the gaze frame
with respect to the camera firame about the z-axis is arbitrary
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but assumed to be known. The separation between the camera
and gaze frames will be referred to as the gaze distance. Other
task frames can be defined as required by the task goals under
consideration.The manipulator’sjoint space will be considered
as a special “task frame” { j } .
We will refer to the 3-D operating volume of the robot as
its task space and the desired Cartesian displacements within
this volume as task goals.
Given this nomenclature, any desired change of the viewing direction (task goal) can now be expressed in terms of
displacements with respect to one or more of the task frames
defined above. A typical task goal may be to reposition the
camera so as to center a particular anatomical feature within
the camera’s field of view while minimizing the translational
motion of the camera tip (to avoid damaging surrounding
tissue). Or the surgeon may wish to observe the current feature
of interest from a different vantage point, i.e., the task is to
rotate the camera about the gaze center, keeping the feature of
interest centered in the camera’s field of view.

IV. CONSTRAINED
CARTESIAN
MOTIONCONTROL
In considering control strategies for a surgical robot, 1WO
requirements are of overriding importance: safety and precision. In certain situations, even slight undesired motions of
the instrument tip in certain directions (task DOF) can cause
damage to the patient. It is therefore important to be able to
place absolute bounds on the motion of the instrument tip or
any other relevant part of the mechanism distal to the point
of insertion. Within these bounds, the controller should try
to place the instrument as closely to the desired position as
possible, given the available DOF of the mechanism.
In the following we present a methodology for analyzing
an arbitrary task goal (e.g., displacement of the instrument)
and formulate the problem of computing the optimal se1 of
corresponding joint displacements as a constrained quadratic
optimization problem. The optimization function is defined
as the two-norm of the motion error with respect to any
subset of the task frames, including the robot’s joint space.
An optional set of constraints on the motion, expressed in any
of these frames, ensures that errors in critical DOF remain
strictly bounded. These constraints can be used to force the
solution vector to satisfy certain critical requirements, such as
restricting the motion of a particular part of the mechanism
within a strict motion envelope, ensuring that joint limits are
not exceeded, etc. Constraints can also be used to restrict
the (possibly infinite) family of solutions in the case of
a kinematically redundant system. Different components of
the task space motion error (optimization function) can be
assigned different relative importance or weight. This can be
used so that within the solution space allowed by the constraint
set, the critical errors are h v e n (close) to zero, while errors
in other noncritical DOF are allowed greater tolerances.
The combination of a weighted objective function and an
additional set of task or joint space constraints allows us to
exploit the geometry of a particular task space motion and
effectively trade off the various performance criteria. Finally,
such a formulation allows us to treat both overdetermined
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Fig 1 Example task goal Aimrng a laser beam Agx denotes the necessary
Cartesian displacement of the gaze frame to place the laser beam at the target.
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We would also like to mi
the viewing axis ( x ) , s
who is monitoring the p
IlLgx[6]- AgxdlGjII, subj
generally, we can trade off
we want to minimize

make w[6] large compared
more about the assignment
When positioning the lap

(i.e., kinematically deficient surgical manipulator) and underdetermined (i.e., kinematicallyredundant surgical manipulator) the motion of the end-effect
control problems using a uniform mathematical treatment.
A. Example Task Analysis

Consider, for example, the task of aiming a laser beam boresighted with the laparoscope (Fig. 1). We will assume that a
target has been specdied and its position relative to the current
gaze frame location computed. Given this desired Cartesian
displacement of the gaze frame Agxd = [ ~ , y , z , O , Q , 0 ] ~ ,
we need to compute the appropriate robot motions (joint
and
de
displacement vector Aq) which will move the gaze center where
and
upper
motion
bounds,
to the new location, while enforcing a number of constraints
as specified below. Analyzing the requirements of the task, identity matrix. In this case
we may identify three classes of requirements: those best translational motion bo
expressed in the gaze frame, those most naturally expressed in inequalities.
If we further desire to minimize extraneous motion of the
the end-effector frame, and those which can be most naturally
instrument, we can add an appropriate objective function of
described in terms of joint variables.
1 ) SpecEfying Task Frame Objective Functions and Con- the form
straints: It is imperative that the beam hit the target location
/I
within a desired tolerance eg in the plane perpendicular to the
beam direction. This requirement implies that
where the diagonal matrix
(3)

where Agxd and Agx denote the 6-vectors of desired and
actual gaze frame displacements, respectively. The notation
x[z] is used here and throughout t h s paper to denote the
zth Cartesian component of the displacement vector x, with
x[1..3] and x[4..6] denoting the translational and rotational
components of the displacement, respecmely. Equation (3)
may be approximated by a family of n $ear inequalities of
the form
[ c o s ( 8 k ) , s i n ( 8 k ) , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 1(Agx
~.
-~

5

g x d )

eg,

I G = l , . . . , n (4)

where

$ 1 ~ = k(27r/n). This

can be rewritten in the form

where dim{Hg} = n x

= 6 x I, and dim{h,}

= n x l .
\

(weight) of minimizing dis
of the end-effector frame. S
of weight assignment.
we may want to ens
are exceeded as a result
be stated as a set of ine

where q is the-v

the form
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For safety and efficiency, we may also want to minimize
the total motion of the joints of the surgical manipulator. We
can express this as minimizing the objective function

IIWAll

(13)

subject to the above constraints. The weights w3[i]can be
assigned so as to favor minimizing the motion of joints whose
kinematic range of motion is small (see Section IV-A-3).
2) Putting It All Together: Having specified the motion requirements for the task, we reduce both the objective functions
and the task constraints expressed in the various task frames
to equivalent equations involving only the desired (unknown)
robot's joint displacements flq via appropriate Jacobian relationships. For reasons of computational efficiency, only the
end-effector Jacobian ("J ) need be computed explicitly, and
the Jacobian matrices relating Cartesian and joint velocities
for any other task frame { f } can be computed from

fJ
where

*J =

[t:3

=I

*J . "J

(14)

and eTf = [RIp]

(15)

where [p] denotes the right-handed cross-product tensor, e.g.,
[p]v = v x p. In particular, if gJ denotes the gaze-frame
Jacobian matrix as obtained1 from (14), then the objective
function of (6) can be rewritten as

Ilwg(gJ(q)Aq- Agxd)l\.

algorithms described in [28]. The resulting optimization algorithm executes in real-time on a 33-MHz PC. See Section V
for details.
Note that the above approach to Cartesian manipulator
control assumes that the elementary task motions are sufficiently small that the equation J(q)Aq = Ax represents a
good approximation to the relationship between task-frame
displacements (Ax) and joint space displacements (Alq).
In a teleoperated surgical environment, where the surgeon's
commands are sampled at a high bandwidth, this assumptiion
should be easily satisfied.
3) Assignment of Optimization Weights: Equations (6), (9),
and (13) all refer to a diagonal matrix Wf of Optimization
weights wf [ i ] ,giving the relative importance of minimizing
the objective function error in each Cartesian (see (6) and (9))
or joint space (see (13)) DOF of the respective task frame
{ f } . However, in order for the optimization problem to be
set up properly, we must also ensure that the optimization
weights pertaining to different DOF within each task frame
are scaled properly relative to each other. Otherwise certain
Cartesian or joint space components of the objective function
may inadvertently dominate the optimization process, skewing
the resulting joint angle displacement vector Aq and causing
poor or incorrect control behavior.
Correspondingly, we will distinguish two components of
the weighting factor w f [ i ]i.e.,
,
W f [ i ]= Uf[i] . Vf[i]

(16)

where u f [ i ] corresponds to the relative importance of minimizing the objective function error in this particular DOF, and
vf[i] provides a scaling factor to adjust for dimensionality
Hg,J(+q
L h,
(17) inconsistency between the various DOF within a given task
frame. The relative importance factor u f [ i ]is a floating point
where H, is a matrix of (constant) constraint coefficients and value in the range [0..1], with 1 corresponding to extremely
h, is a vector of known (Constant) constraint bounds.
high importance and 0 corresponding to no importance in
' Applying similar transformations to all task constraints and minimizing the objective function error in the particular DOF.
objective functions, we can then mathematically formulate the
The dimensionality scaling factor vf[i],on the other hand,
solution to the problem as a constrained (weighted) least- accounts for the fact that different components of the task
squares problem, where the objective function to be minimized frame error vector fe = ( A f x - Afxd) carry different units.
is
For a Cartesian task frame { f } , the task frame error vector
components fe[1..3] carry units of length (i.e., mm), while
we wj]
Aq(18) the components fe[4..6] carry units of angular displacement
(i.e., radians or degrees). The choice of dimensionality scaling
factor vf [i] must reflect this dimensional discrepancy and
subject to the constraints
ensure that comparable rotational and translational errors are
weighed comparably.
For example, assume that we are measuring joint variables
He
[:"!i]Aq>
(19)
q (and their incremental displacements Aq) in terms of
millimeters (mm) and radians (rad) for prismatic and revolute
This is a problem of the form
joints, respectively. Similarly, assume that an incremental
displacement of a Cartesian task frame {f} is expressed as
minimize IIA Aq - bll, subject to C Aq 2 d
(20)
a 6-vector of positionallorientational change alonglabout each
Then the Jacobian matrix
which can be solved numerically for the set of joint dis- of its Cartesian axes (in "/rad).
placements Aq, satisfying the constraint equations (19), and fJ(q) (which is a function of the joint variables q and thus
minimizing the error norm of (18). In order to achieve the carries the same dimensionality) will map joint displacements
best possible real-time control behavior we implemented our A q expressed in terms of mm and rad to the Corresponding
own constrained quadratic optimization package, based on the Cartesian displacements A f x expressed in terms of mm and
Similarly, the constraints of (5) can be rewritten in terms of
the joint displacements as

1 [""

([:qq F])1
E].
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rad according to the relation

A f x =f J(q)Aq.
Therefore, if we wish to weigh a 1 mm errop in translational
displacement of the Cartesian task frame { f } equally to, say,
a 1" error in rotational displacement about any of the frame's
axes, we should set the weights vf[i] so that vf[1..3] =
( ~ / 1 8 0 ) v[4..6].
f
For the case where the task frame {f}denotes the joint
space of the manipulator, the Jacobian matrix reduces to the
identity matrix and the weights vs [i]must reflect the difference
between an incremental displacement of a prismatic versus
rotary joint. Again, if the joint variables q are measured ry1
terms of mm and rad, then in order to have prismatic joint
errors of 1 mm generate the same optimization penalty as
ldeg rotational joint error, we must set vf b] = (~/18O)vf
[TI,
where the indices p and r range over the prismatic and rotary
joints of the mechanism, respectively. Note that objective
function errors in the joint space are weighed on par with
errors in Cartesian task frames. If a different relative scaling is
desired, the joint space scaling factors vf [i]should be adjusted
accordingly.
Finally, the optimization weights can be adjusted dynamically (at run-time) if the nature of the task is such that weight
adjustments can be made intelligently and automatically by
the controller during task execution. This may be the case
when a task is broken up into a sequence of discrete stages,
each of which requires a different weight assignment, or when
external sensory information can be used to adaptively modify
the weights for optimal task performance.

v.

E~PERIMENTAL
EVALUATION
AND

A. The PLRCM Surgical Robot

RESULTS

\

The performance of the constrained Cartesian
will be illustrated using the Parallel Linkage Remote-C
of-Motion (PLRCM) surgical robot, designed and built at
IBM. The PLRCM robot consists of a 3-axis linear XYZ
stage ( d l ,d2, d 3 ) , a 2-axis parallel four-bar linkage ass
(04,
a 2-axis instrument carrier (d6,6'7), and a motorized
camera rotation stage ( 0 8 ) . The appearance and the ki
of the PLRCM robot are illustrated in Fig. 2. The instrument
carrier provides for translation along and rotation about the
instrument axis and the camera rotation DOF facilitates control
of view orientation when the instrument is an off-axis (AOV #
0 " ) medical telescope.
The parallel linkage structure of the distal portion of the
mechanism provides a remote ce
from the linkage itself, about whi
are decoupled. This design feature
location of the mechanism's RCM will be unaffected by
the motion of the distal 5 axes, which provides an
safety feature for applications such as laparoscopic surgery
and greatly simplifies the control of the mechanism.
The kinematic equation for PLRCM robot is as follows:

e,),

b

Te = T ( x ,dl)T(Y, d2)T(x, d 3 ) R ( z ,Q4)R(Y,Q5)
X R ( z ,- Q ) T ( z )d 6 ) R ( z )Q7)eTcR(z,0,)

(23)

transfO~ationas obtained
\

B.

fie

E7perimental protoc

a task-deficient and a t
resulting motion trajecto

zoom-gaze:zoom in
rotate-view:rotate the
x-axis of the current g

robot and the
nst the desired
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TABLE I

1 frm I r,d I c / o I translate-gaze

I frm I r.d I

c/o

I zoom-gaze

I

I

pivot-gaze: rotate about the current gaze center, i.e., move
the camera along the surface of an imaginary sphere
centered at the gaze center.
The formulations of the above four tasks in terms of the constrained Cartesian control formalism of Section IV are given in
Table I. For each of the four control tasks, the tables list the set
of objectives (0) and constraints (c) with respect to the various
task frames (frm), which are relevant to the task. The diagonal
weight matrices Wf are given as vectors wf of diagonal
elements, where H , M , and L denote high, medium, and
low weight, respectively. The r, d column indicates whether
the corresponding objective or constraint is used with taskredundant robots (r), task-deficient robots (d), or both (r, d).
Note that for all tasks, with the exception of zoom-gaze,
the desired’motion is specified in terms of the motion of the
gaze frame, whereas the task of zooming is more naturally
expressed with respect to thie camera frame. Also note that
in the case of zoom-gaze task, the displacement of the gaze
frame is the negative of the camera frame displacement Acx =
[0,0,d z , 0,0, 01’ = -Agx, since the x-axes of the camera and
gaze frames are collinear but opposite (see Section 111). For
each objective or constraint the T , d column indicates whether
this objective/constraint is wed with task-redundanvdeficient
robots. Note that gaze- and camera-frame constraints are only
used with task-redundant robots. Task-deficient robots may
not be able to track the desired trajectories at all and so
absolute accuracy constraints are not used. The joint-space
constraints are specified foir both task-redundant and taskdeficient robots, since they represent mechanical constraints
and must be respected in all cases. In addition, a low-priority
(weight) objective function, tending to minimize the total joint
motion, is specified in all situations.

For a given task, each iteration of the Cartesian control
loop proceeds as follows: The system reads the user-supplaed
input (i.e., joystick) to obtain Agxd, and then sets up and
solves a constrained optimization problem of the form of (28)
and (19). The output of the optimization solver is a set of
differential joint displacements Aq, which are sent to the lowlevel servo controller of the robot to accomplish the desired
view adjustments in task space. Although experiments have
shown that servo-level tracking of the joint trajectories is
very good, we will in the following show the trajectories as
computed by the controller rather than those actually achieved
by the surgical robot mechanism. This will be done to exclude
any effects of the servo-level behavior, which is not of interest
in this exposition, in favor of more clearly illustrating the
behavior of the Cartesian level control. Also, since joystick
input is not easily repeatable, we will use artificial uniform
motion command steps Agxd at each iteration of the Cartesian
control loop.
The performance of both a task-deficient and a taskredundant surgical robot executing the above set of tasks
will be illustrated. Both robots are subsets of the 8 DOF
PLRCM surgical robot described in Section V-A. The taskdeficient robot will consist of the distal 5 axes of PLRCM and
will thus not be allowed to use the base axes in achieving the
commanded Cartesian goals. The task-redundant robot, on the
other hand, will be the full 8-axis PLRCM robot, including
the base axes.’ Note that during laparoscopic surgery the
mechanism’s RCM must remain coincident with the port
of entry into the patient. This implies that the 5-axis taskdeficient robot is in fact the one used in a clinical setting. The
use of the full 8-axis PLRCM robot in executing the above
view adjustment tasks is included only for the purposes of
illustrating the behavior of the constrained Cartesian controller
with task-redundant robots and does not represent a clinically
realistic scenario for the particular task of camera navigation
in laparoscopic surgery.
All experiments reported below were performed using a
clinical laparoscope with an angle of view of 30”. The 30”
laparoscope was used to demonstrate independent control of
instrument rotation and camera rotation axes (which would
have been coincident for a straight or 0” laparoscope). Extrinsic calibration of the telescope was performed and the
following robot-to-camera transformation was used in all
experiments.

“T, = T ( z ,-165.464 mm)R(z, 150”).

(24)

A gaze distance of 30 mm was assumed in all cases, which
gives the camera-to-gaze transformation as

eTg= T(z, 30 “)R(y, 180”).

(25)

The starting configuration of the robot for all tasks is the
robot’s “home position,” i.e., q = 0. Finally, note that all
of the tasks illustrated in Section V-C exercise a substantial

’

In fact, the %axis PLRCM robot is used for both sets of task The taskdeficient robot is realized by constraining the motion of the base axes to not
exceed fO.OOO1 mm, again using the facilities of the constraned Cartesian
control formalism

translat e-gaze

Fig 3 Experimental results of the four view control tasks using the PLRCM surgical robot The dotted lines correspond to t
dashed lines to trajectories achieved by the task-deficient PLRCM robot, and the solid lines lo trajectones attained by the taskthat the dotted lines are generally obscured by the sohd lines except for parts of the trajectories in the pzvot-gaze task
incremental motion (mm, rad) at each step of the iteration.

portion of the robot's workspace (1100 mm in translation and
+1 rad M ~t.57"in rotation).
C. Results and Discussion

Fig. 3 illustrates the tracking performance of the taskdeficient (dashed lines) and task-redundant (solid lines)
PLRCM robots for the set of four view adjustment tasks
described in Section V-B. The desired trajectories are indicated
with dotted lines (note that the dotted lines are generally
obscured by the solid lines except for portions of the pivot-gaze
trajectoriesj.
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on the accuracy of the resulting motion could be found. This
illustrates one of the key features of this controller, which
guarantees that either the commanded motion will be executed
exactly or not attempted at all. This guarantee is very important
in a surgical setting where robot motion errors, however small,
may not be acceptable for some applications.
The task-deficient robot, Ion the other hand, can be seen
to be kinematically deficient for most of the view adjustment
tasks. The only task which it can execute without error is
the rotate-view task, which can be accomplished by simply
rotating the camera on the eyepiece of the telescope. The
controller is thus able to finld an exact solution and tracking
is exact. For the remaining three tasks the robot is clearly
kinematically deficient and can only approximate the desired
gaze frame motion. This is, particularly apparent in pivotgaze task, which requires task degrees of freedom that are
effectively unavailable to the task-deficient 5-axis PLRCM
robot and so large errors are incurred in the critical degrees of
freedom (rotations about gaze frame 5 and y axes). However,
it is important to note that the computed motions are optimal
in the sense that they represent the best possible approximation
to the commanded motions, given the kinematics of the
mechanism and the objectives and constraints imposed by the
task.
In all of the above experiments the constrained Cartesian
controller was executing on a 33-MHz PSI2 host computer
communicating with the join1 controller PCIAT via dual-ported
shared memory. The overall control rate depends on the size
of the optimization problem1 being solved at each step, i.e.,
the number of joint axes and the number of active objectives
and constraints. Table I1 gives the average control bandwidth
(in hertz) for the four tasks discussed above and two different
processors.
A prototype system, based on a 33-MHz PSI2 host computer, has been in use at the Johns Hopkins University since
April 1994. The surgeons wlho have used the system have reported that the control rates for all view adjustment tasks were
sufficient for stable and responsive teleoperation of the surgical
robot. The surgeons have also reported no perceptible time lag
between the joystick commands and resulting robot motion
and were generally very pleased with the responsiveness and
smoothness of the control. While not strictly necessary in view
of the above experimental results and user feedback, higher
Cartesian control bandwidth would clearly further improve
the control response and behavior of the system. As indicated
by Table 11, upgrading the host PC to a 66-MHz computer
would result in an approximately 30% increase in the control
update rates, bringing the telleoperation bandwidth well within
the stable region [29].
VI. SYSTEM EXPERIENCE
A robotic system for computer-assisted laparoscopy, which
we call Laparoscopic Assistant Robot System or LARS, and
which incorporates the coristrained Cartesian controller described above, is currently in the process of preclinical evaluation at the Johns Hopkins University Medical Center (Fig. 4).
The functionality of LARS includes teleoperated navigation
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TABLE I1
CONTROL RATESFOR CONSTRAINED CARTESIAN MOTIONCONTROLLER
task
translate-gaze
zoom-gaze
rotate-view
pivot-gaze

33 MHs 486,PSI2 mod 95
5 axes (Hs) I 8 axes (Hz)
I
17.2
18.4

66 MHs 486, PC/AT

12.0

11.1

19.7

17.2

5 axes (Hs)
23.9
15.7
25.1

18.4

15.1

24.0

I 8 axes ( H d

19.5

1

22.3

7

Fig. 4. The IBM laparoscopic assistant robot (LARS) during surgery.

of a laparoscopic camera (including the four view adjustment
modes described above), as well as simple autonomous imageguided instrument navigation, based on on-line processing of
the acquired laparoscopic images. A detailed description of the
system, its functionality and user interface can be found in 1[30]
and [32]. In this section we will summarize our experience
with the kinematic control formulation as described above
within the context of this fully functional prototype system
for laparoscopic surgery.
Since June 1994, a number of in vivo studies have been
conducted at Johns Hopkins University to evaluate the fimctionality, reliability, safety, and ergonomics of the system as
a whole. Our collaborating surgeons, Drs. M. Talamini and
L. Kavoussi, have successfully used to system to manipulate
the laparoscopic camera in performing both cholecystectomies
and nephrectomies. The constrained Cartesian controller has
operated without failure through all of the animal studies to
date. The experience with the controller has been so positive,
in fact, that the current implementation of the system uses and
actively controls all 8 axes of the surgical robot at all times,
relying entirely on the constrained Cartesian controller to keep
the motion of the base axes constrained within strict bounds
while the instrument is inside the patient. Active control o F the
base axes allows a small amount of motion of the instrument
relative to the port of entry into the patient, thus allowing
the system to comply with the port of entry and maintain its
coincidence with the mechanism’s RCM at all times.’
The software interface to the constrained Cartesian controller has been designed to allow the application designer
to describe surgical motion tasks in a straightforward and
2Currently, this compliance must be initiated by the surgeon, but the pIocess
could easily be automated, as the forces experienced by the instrument are
already being monitored for other purposes.
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intuitive manner. The details of the mathematical formulation of the constrained Cartesian controller are hidden from
the application developer by means of a concise application
programming interface (API). The API encapsulates all information pertaining to a particular surgical robot (number of
joints, kinematics) and surgical task (task frames, objectives,
constraints) within a motion-context data structure. A
single statem&t suffices to establish an objective or constraint
of any type in a particular task frame. For instance, the
implementations of the example tasks of Section V require
about 10 to 15 lines of API code each (see Appendix). The
convenience and robustness of this API has allowed us to
rapidly prototype and test various parameterizations of particular surgical tasks in terms of the number and types of goals, and
objectives/constraintsnecessary to successfully accomplish the
task. The kinematic control formulation has been also shown
to be sufficiently general and flexible to
complex surgical tasks (such as precise
release qrUg capsules in a prespecified 3-D pattern around
a pathology) in a clear and straightforward fashion. Finally
and perhaps most importantly, the modularity of the MI,
and in particular its independence of any particular robot
kinematics, has proved to be extremely valuable in porting this
control strategy between successive hardware implementations

of our laparoscopic surgical

formulation to control

other modifications to the c
in moving from one surgica
Over the course of the last

thus mathematically e

approximately equally betw
either of the two &es reach

strained Cartesian

/ * translate gaze frdme { g } by the incremental Cartesian displacement
* dxO[] wlth dxO[i] = 0.0 for 1=2..5 (XY translational motion only)

*

* Input: ptr to motion context struct

*

desired Cartesian displacement dxO[] (mm, rad)
motion mode (RC-UPDATE or RC-RECOMPUTE)

*

*
* Return value: 0 if ok, -1 if error
*

* Note:RC-WHI
*
RC-SCL

=

1.0, RCMED = 0.5, RC-WLO = 0.1 (predefined weights)
/ 180.0 (dimensionality scale factor)

= M-PI

*/
1 int rc-trapslate-gaze(motion-context *mc, double d x O [ ] , int mode){
2 register int 1 ;
3 double wg[6] ;
4 double WJ [RCMAX-JOINTS];
5 double eps-g = 0.01 * vectormaq(3, d x 0 ) ; / * must get within 1% of target
6
7 Wg[O] = wg[l] = Wg[2] = RC-WHI*RC-SCL;
8 w g [ 3 ] = wg[4] = RC-WLO; W g [ 5 ] = RC-WHI;
9
10 for ( i = O ; 1 < mc->robot->njoints; I + + )
11 WJ [ 1 1 = ( (mc->robot->j
type [i] == RCLROTARYAXIS) 7
12
RC-WLO : RC-WLO*RC-SCL);
13
14 rc-robot-get-lpos (mc->robot);

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

rc-new-constraint-context(mc->constraints,mode);
rc-add-objective(mc,GAZE-FM, wg, dx0, mode) ;
rc-add-objective(mc,JNT-FM, w], NULL, mode) ;
rc-add-constraint(mc, JNT-FM, RC-INTERVAL-CST, RCALLJOINTS, NULL,
RCJOINT-LIMITS, mode) ;

22
23 if (RC-REDUNDANT(mc->robot)){

dxO, eps-g, mode);

25

27
28
29

NULL, 0.0001, mode);

1

30 }

return rc-issue-constrained”c,

mode);
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associated with each of the DOF. We have found the flexibility
of the control formulation in allowing adjustment of these
weights in each individual DOF very convenient and have
found that the controller responds to changes in the assignment
of weights in a predictable manner. This allows easy “tuning”
of the behavior of the system in task-deficient situations.
The flexibility of the Cartesian controller has been extremely
valuable in allowing us to make on-the-fly changes to task
formulations in response to surgeon feedback during the in vivo
trials at Johns Hopkins. For example, during early experiments
the surgeons requested that the global camera orientalion
remain fixed (“upright”) during all camera motion modes. We
were able to accommodate this with a straightforward modification of the gaze-frame objective function (by taking into
account the projected angle between the “upright” direclion
and the gaze-frame y-axis), and resume the trials.
We have recently extended the constrained Cartesian control
formulation to accommodate robotic mechanisms consisting
of both active and passive joints. We have successfully tested
this extended controller on a 7-axis surgical manipulator for
laparoscopy (HISAR), whose mechanical structure consists
of an active positioning mechanism and a two-DOF passive
wrist for passive compliance with the port of entry into the
patient ([31], [32]). A number of such “hybrid” mechanisms
have been recently applied to the task of camera navigation
in laparoscopy, among them the AESOP system [8] m d
systems developed by [33]-[35]. The necessary extensions,
which pertain primarily to methods of dynamically updating
the nature and location of environmental constraints on the
mechanism, were readily accommodated within the framework
of the constrained Cartesian control formulation and will be
the subject of a future publication. Preliminary results have
shown that the time-varying “fulcrum constraint” of the hybrid
HlSAR mechanism can be accommodated in a straightforward
and intuitive fashion and we believe that the constrained
Cartesian control formulation is well suited for control of
arbitrary hybrid mechanisms.
VII. CONCLUSION

,L\

ID)

Fig. 5. Two other surgical robots using the constrained Cartesian controller.
(a) The 10-axis crossed-goniometer remote-center-of-motion robot (GRCM).
(b) The 7-axis frame-suspended pasrive-wrist surgical robot (HISAR)

This can be seen from the plots of the trajectories achieved
by the task-deficient robot for the four view adjustment tasks
of Section V-C. The tracking, errors in the various degrees of
freedom are distributed in accordance with the penalty weights

Minimally invasive surgery presents a constrained working environment for both surgeons and mechanical devices
designed to assist them. Both the mechanical design of the
devices as well as their control algorithms must reflect these
constraints. In this paper we have outlined a methodology for
safe and precise teleoperated control of a surgical robot, by
allowing the specification of task-dependent control modes,
where hard constraints can be placed on the motion of any part
of the robot and relative importance of tracking the desired
motion in various task DOF can be specified as part of the
control law. The ability to respect absolute motion constraints
and allow flexible control Over the tracking
in the various degrees of freedom is particularly importanlt in
many surgical applications where errors in certain critical DOF
must be strictly bounded. Constraints and requirements pertaining to the dynamic behavior of the manipulator could ailso
be accommodated by the formulation, but this is generally not
necessary in surgical applications, where safety considerations
dictate that the robot motions be relatively slow.
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We have applied this control strategy to both kinematically
deficient and kinematically redundant surgical robots within
the context of medical camera navigation. In the case of a
redundant system, the results have confirmed the expected
accuracy of trackmg commanded motions, whereas in the
case of the kinematically deficient system the controller was
shown to allow flexibility in trading off errors in critical and
noncritical DOF. We have found that in task-deficient situations the system made predictable and intuitive trade-offs in
exploiting the available DOF of motion to best accommodate
the commanded motions. A flexible software interface to the
constrained Cartesian controller has allowed us to rapidly
prototype and evaluate various parameterizations of a specific
surgical motion task, and quickly converge to a satisfactory
formulation. The constrained Cartesian control formulation
is independent of the kinematic structure of any particular
mechanism and is easily portable from mechanism to mechanism. A robotic system for computer-assisted laparoscopy
(LARS), incorporating this control strategy, has performed
well in preclinical zn vivo evaluations at the Johns Hopkins
Medical Center.
In summary, we believe that the constrained Cartesian control formulation is a broadly applicable method of describing
complex motion tasks in the presence of constraints. The
same properties of the formulation (naturalness and ease of
formulating task goals and motion constraints, ability to adjust
trajectory tracking trade-offs, etc.), which make it convenient
in the surgical domain, would make it equally applicable to a
number of other application domains, characterized by precise,
constrained manipulation. Examples of such domains include
precise part assembly and industrial subsystem (e.g., aircraft
engine or nuclear reactor) inspections. In the future we plan
to exploit this formulation for precise quantitative targeting of
surgical lesions for applications in spinal surgery and similar
applications.
APPENDIX
INTERFACE
CODE
SAMPLEAPPLICATION
PROGRAMMING
An example implementation of the translate-gaze view
adjustment task (Section V) in terms of the Applications
Programming Interface to the constrained Cartesian robot
control described in Section IV is shown at the bottom of
the previous page.
The routine begins by initializing the weights for the gaze
frame and joint space objective functions (lines 7-12) in accordance with the discussion of optimization weight assignment
of Section IV-A-3 and the tables of Section V-B. The current
positions of all joints of the mechanism are then obtained (line
14) and the “constraint context” data structure is initialized
(line 15). The constraint context data structure maintains all
necessary storage and control infomation pertaining to the
currently active objectives and constraints specified relative
to the various task frames. If the incoming mode parameter
is set to RC-UPDATE, the routine assumes that the constraint
context structure is of the correct shape and size (i.e., this
is not the first control cycle of the current task) and causes
the context information to be updated only (to save execu-

constraint context data

17 through 27 in acco
translate-gaze task as
29 takes the update
putes the correspon
described in Section
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